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This week our #creativityathome activities celebrate all things Easter. We'll be inviting you to decorate your 
home with eggsellent creations inspired by Easter traditions and Spring time crafts!  
 
 
CREATIVE EXPLORATION 

 
Easter chicks symbolize new life and the arrival of Springtime. Can you name any other animals that 
are linked to the Springtime? 
 
Draw a picture of an Easter chick alongside all of the other animals that can be found in Springtime.  

 
 

ART ACTIVITY 
MATERIALS: Card, paper, Glue, Pen, Scissors  
 
Today, we are inviting you to make a pop up Easter chick. Our daily challenge encourages you to find 
seasonal items around your home to create an Easter Corner! 
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Activity 1: Pop up Chick 
 
Decorate your home with these beautiful paper flowers. Follow the instructions and watch out tutorial 
video for a step by step guide. 
 
To start, cut out two wings (heart shaped), a beak (a little triangle), feet (heart shaped) and some grass 
(triangles). 
Cut out 10 circles form your paper or card (use a cup to draw out the circles) 
Fold the circles in half. 
Glue one half of the circle and lay a second circle on top. When you have half your circles stuck together, 
add the beak and then add the remaining circles. 
Continue until all half circles are stuck together. 
Add two small circles for eyes on either side of the beak 
Position the chick in the centre of your page and glue the bottom half of it down (not the top) 
Add glue to your paper chick’s wings to the top and the bottom circle. 
Draw some straight lines and add your paper chick’s feet. 
Finally add your grass! 
 
Well done! Show off your creation by hanging on your bedroom wall! 
 
 
 
Activity 2: Easter Hunt Challenge 
 
Explore your home and take part in our daily Easter Hunt Challenge!  
 
Do you have any Easter chicks or bunnies in your house. Perhaps, you can find something that looks 
like a bunny or a chick? Or maybe you can draw us a picture of one?  
 
We’re eggcited to see what you find and draw!! 

 
 
 

We would love to see what artworks you create and how you get on with the Easter Hunt Challenges. Ask 
your parents or guardian to share photos with us on the Glucksman’s social media pages  - 
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter and we will post them to our online galleries on our website.  
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